Low-to-moderate Reynolds number swirling flow 1 in an annular channel with a rotating end wall. case, the end-driven swirling flow can be described from the coupling between an azimuthal shear 12 flow and a two-dimensional meridian flow driven by the centrifugal force along the rotating floor.
Here, use is made of the differential operator, E 2 (), defined as:
105
The two last terms are representative of the curvature effects which are never negligible but more and more
106
pronounced when switching from an annulus to a full cylinder (r i → 0). A straightforward scaling 2 of the generic 107 operator (7) reveals that the curvature effects are no longer significant when (r o − r i )/r i → 0. Hence, two aspect 108 ratios are sufficient in describing the geometry: the horizontal aspect ratio, 
115 v θ = r at z = 0 along r i r o < r < 1, 
118 ∂ψ ∂r = 0 at r = 1 along 0 < z h r o ,
119 ∂ψ ∂z = 0 at z = 0 along r i r o < r < 1,
120
together with the impermeability boundary conditions for v r and v z ,
ψ = 0 at r = 1 along 0 < z h r o ,
123 ψ = 0 at z = 0 along r i r o < r < 1,
124
are written in terms of the primitive variable, v θ , and the stream function as well.
125
On the free liquid surface, the impermeability boundary condition implies that
127 while the tangential component of the jump momentum balance leads to: This last boundary condition must be revised in case of uniform contamination along the liquid surface (appendix A).
135
C. Solutions for the v θ −, ω−, ψ− problems
136
Forcing terms of equations (4) calculations can be limited to second-order O(Re 2 ), as will be discussed later on in this paper.
143
The mathematical model (4) - (6) shows that the azimuthal flow field, v θ , as well as the stream function, ψ, and 144 the vorticity, ω, are all driven by the generic differential operator E 2 but with different forcing terms. An alternative
145
form of E 2 is also writen as,
147
suggesting at least one eigenvalue problem along the radial coordinate and a second one along the vertical coordinate. 
150
• A first eigenvalue problem along the r−axis,
152 is common to all three variables, v θ , ω and ψ, and must be associated with following Dirichlet boundary 153 conditions:
156
This leads to an infinite set of orthogonal eigenfunctions, {f j }, defined by,
with j ∈ N * and where J 1 () and Y 1 () are Bessel functions of the first and second kinds at first order.
160
Eigenvalues β j are given as solutions of the transcendental equation,
162
• A second eigenvalue problem along the z−axis only for the stream function ψ and the vorticity ω can be written 
166
This leads to a second infinite set of orthogonal eigenfunctions, {g k }, defined by:
168
• Finally, a third eigenvalue problem along the z−axis devoted to the azimuthal flow field v θ is written as,
associated with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions,
173
This leads to a last infinite set of orthogonal eigenfunctions, {q k }, defined by
175
177
The solution for the entire flow field is derived from these three sets of orthogonal functions and, considering one 178 particular i th -order, is expanded for each component in double series as
182
where Fourier coefficients v θ,i,kj and ψ i,kj are directly calculated by means of the following dot products along the 183 r−axis and z−axis: by making use of the second Green's identity written here with the E 2 operator as:
where ∂ ∂n is the normal derivative to the edge ∂D which delimits the D-domain, and Φ is an arbitrary scalar field.
193
The Φ scalar field can be constrained here in such a way that E 2 (Φ) = 0 throughout the D-domain. This leads to 194 a new formulation of the Green's identity, referred to here as the integral condition for the vorticity:
196
Hence, the three boundary conditions (11)-(13) can be reassigned to the vorticity ω. It must be noticed that the floor where boundary conditions are unknown, ω can fulfill a Dirichlet boundary condition leading to: can be overcome.
208
To our knowledge, this treatment based on an integral boundary condition is original. 
217
As a result, the azimuthal and meridian flow fields are solved alternatively by forcing terms dependent on previously 1. Solution at zeroth-order
222
As mentioned above, the model to solve at zeroth-order (ω 0 = ψ 0 = 0) is written as:
with the boundary conditions (8) -(10) and (19) must be associated. This corresponds to the Stokes solution for the 225 azimuthal flow.
226
From the contents of section II C, by making use of the second Green's identity when projecting relevant (orthogonal)
227
eigenfunctions on the E 2 -operator, the solution can be expanded according to the double series: 
233
with v θ,0j = r, f j r and where x j (z) writes: The weak coupling between azimuthal and meridian flows can be highlighted in the problem at the N th -order by 244 the presence of a source term which depends on solutions calculated at lower n th -orders (n < N).
246
Since the azimuthal flow vanishes at first-order, the vorticity ω 1 is given as the solution of the inhomogeneous
251
Use of the interfacial boundary condition (20) and the boundary expansions (35) -(37) leads after some calculations
252
[29] to:
where h kj = −2
Note that use is made of (42) to find the last expression for the coefficient h kj .
258
Finally considering the third differential problem,
are written as:
3. Solution at second-order
262
Only azimuthal flow field is involved at this even order when we solve the following problem:
264
and the four associated boundary conditions:
272
It is not straightforward to find the solution to this problem which can be written as,
274
where
279

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
280
A. Azimuthal flow field
281
As contribution at leading order to the azimuthal flow field is expressed as a single series, the rate of convergence 
Here, the jump in the swirl velocity v θ is replaced by a jump in consider non-relaxed boundary conditions, the radial profiles of v θ,0 at different depths are reported in Figure 3 for the geometry under consideration and for a truncation threshold based on the first 200 terms.
312
As expected, while the radial profiles are close to a parabolic shape near the air/water interface, they become more 313 linear near the bottom of the channel due to the linear distribution of momentum imposed by the no-slip boundary 314 condition. Still in Figure 3 , it is also worthy to note that the reducing of the velocity scale with the vertical elevation solely depends on v θ,0 (r, z). As illustrated in Figure 3 , the azimuthal profiles would appear to be sensitive to a growing 322 value of s only at the vicinity of the inner and outer corners where smoothing conditions (49 -51) apply. However, the Table I shows that, with smoothing boundary 329 conditions, significant discrepancies in v θ,0 (r, z) only occur at the very vicinity of the rotating wall (z < 0.1h/r o ).
330
The no-gap case is also sometimes overshot by a solution with a smoothed boundary condition (z = 0.01h/r o and 
Truncation
Relative depth z' Figure 2 . (color online) Truncation threshold N required to achieve an absolute precision better than = 10 −3 on the calculated azimuthal velocity at leading order, v θ,0 (r, h/ro), as a function of the normalized distance from the rotating floor z = z h/ro, with ( , s=0.004) and without ( , s=0) relaxed boundary conditions at the corners. 
358
To determine a channel design which best fits needs for applications involving, for instance, a flow control along the 
377
A first discrepancy between the first-order solution and DNS data can be made evident for Re beyond a critical value,
378
Re c ∼ 30. As for the azimuthal flow, the second-order correction is found fruitful since a first significant discrepancy (Tables II -III) , observations on the 386 meridian flow can be consistently considered robust even for Re ∼ 10.
387
As the literature leads us to expect, two Moffatt eddies are found in some of our configurations, located at the two 388 lower corners. Whatever the values of the aspect ratios, the vorticity of corner eddies is systematically found to be 
412
When the vertical aspect ratio h/r o is large enough, previous symmetry tends to be recovered (Fig. 8B-D) . Also (see e.g. Fig. 8B for h/r o = 0.14) is not the only flow pattern observed.
415
For an aspect ratio as large as h/r o = 0.19, a stratified flow pattern made from a vertical stack of two counter-416 rotating vortical cells is revealed (Fig. 8C) . According to eq. (5), the vorticity is generated by a nonlinear forcing term.
417
At O(Re)-order, this forcing term is non linearly dependent on the azimuthal velocity (see eq. 43) and consequently, with Fig. 9D ).
433
• Moffatt eddies are merging, giving rise to one single cellular pattern of positive vorticity, confined near the 434 rotating floor (Fig. 9A) .
435
When the cavity is stretched more horizontally (small value of r i /r o ), the growing influence of curvature effects, 
446
Here again, the flow along the liquid surface is consistently found radially inward whatever the value of the horizontal 447 aspect ratio. This suggests that, provided the Reynolds number is not larger than 100 typically, a fair approximation 
456
Two points should be mentioned: firstly, the asymptotic approximation is valid over a larger range than initially 457 expected, far beyond the Stokes limit, and secondly, the azimuthal and meridian flows are derived from problems at E.
F. in the upper part of the cavity.
. By making use of the second Green's identity, the latter dot product in 519 (A3) writes:
Considering that it can be demonstrated that:
Hence, an updated form of (A3) can be writen as:
.
528
Each term v θ k is now projected on the second set of the eigenfunctions {f j } (as defined from (25)), using the dot product (32) along the r-axis:
where 
537
A final expression of (A4) writes as:
.N ) to get the required coefficients v θ kj . Hence, the latter expression (A5) writes according to the formulation:
with N, the number of columns, the matrix of coefficients to be calculated, v θ kj = (−1) k v θ kj {k=1...M,j=1...N } , the 542 square matrix of size MxM, A j ,
the NxM source matrix S with coefficients, 
575
The liquid surface therefore behaves as a wall with the additional boundary condition,
577
completed by (11)-(13). The integral vorticity condition (34) used in this paper to get the vorticity field, now writes 
